
 

 
3333 Sanibel Captiva Road, Sanibel Island Florida   33957 

Telephone   239.472.2329 
 

August 3, 2010 
 
Mr. Eric Buermann, Chairman 
South Florida Water Management District 
3301 Gun Club Road 
West Palm Beach, FL 33406 
 
 
Re:   Adaptive Protocols 
          
 
Dear Chairman Buermann and Governing Board members: 
 
We appreciate the Districts decision to extend discussions of the Adaptive Protocols for Lake 
Okeechobee Operations (AP) into the next couple of months.   It is more important to get this 
right than to rush to completion especially after the significant investment of resources 
that has brought us this far.  Over the past year SCCF policy staff has been working with 
the SFWMD, Corps of Engineers agricultural and natural system stakeholders to update 
this document and process.   
 
The goal of the AP is to provide guidance to the Distinct in  decisions related to  when, 
where and how water is released from Lake Okeechobee,  and to more equitably balance  
water deliveries between permitted users and natural systems for the benefit of wildlife 
and habitat protection and saltwater management.   
 
The AP document needs to be updated to reflect the current lake regulations schedule, 
LORS 2008, and to fix strict guidelines that resulted in harmful water delivery decisions 
for the Caloosahatchee, St Lucie and other natural systems.   
 
In the Caloosahatchee, problems for the natural system exist both when water levels in the 
lake are low  as well as when lake levels are high.   When water levels are low, the 
SFWMD has repeatedly recommended unilaterally cutting off flow to the Caloosahatchee, 
without requiring conservation or cutting back water supply to  other users.  
Compounding the injury, Caloosahatchee water is often redirected to the lake for the 
benefit of permitted water users at the expense of the estuary.  In other words, when water 
is scarce, permitted water users get all they want while, the natural system gets cut off. 
Water that should be directed to the natural system is instead  redirected to benefit 
permitted water users, resulting in harm to the natural system from high salinities caused 
by too little freshwater.   
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In high water conditions, unwanted, excess water is pumped off lands throughout the 
system and dumped down the river, damaging  seagrass and oyster habitat.  This provides 
flood control to permitted users and damage, in the form of mortality and diminished 
capacity to the natural system.  
 
In order to improve ecosystem benefits, this current operational inequity, that unilaterally 
cuts off water entirely or dumps unwanted flood waters harming the function of natural 
systems, must be changed.   
 
This AP is designed to address these operational protocols that currently cause damage to 
natural systems.  The  update of this process has revealed a seminal policy issue that must 
be addressed;  the equity of cutting off public natural systems from public water while 
private, permitted users  receive 100 percent of their demand,   even while that inequity 
results in actual harm to the natural system.   
 
Unfortunately, the latest  SFWMD staff recommendation received this past Thursday on 
July 29 is not the answer and will continue to promote the inequitable status quo.  Instead 
of adding operational flexibility, this model run promotes and codifies the bias in the 
decision making process by cutting off natural systems without any restrictions on other 
users. Such cut backs to the natural system are not within the LORSO8 schedule thereby 
violating one of the constraints this process is designed to be limited by.   We look forward 
to the opportunity to engage in this discussion.   
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Rae Ann Wessel 
SCCF-Natural Resource Policy Director 
 
 
 

Cc:    Sandy Bachelor 
 Joe Collins 
 Charles Dauray 
 Shannon Estenoz 
 Jerry Montgomery 
 Kevin Powers 
 Glenn Waldman 
 Carol Ann Wehle 

Ken Ammon  
 


